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Styled elegantly and packed with multimedia features that are highly advanced and latest
communication skills to make contact easy and fast, and sports premium iconic design is what you
would see in the BlackBerry Bold 9780 mobile handset that has been the favorite of many ever
since its launch. Itâ€™s a perfect mobile phone that has been seen since a long time. The design is
incredible beautiful and comes with user friendly keypad and has the optical track pad that works
well. This is the first BlackBerry Bold that is the first one ever to have the BlackBerry 6 operating
system. It has many interesting internet options and a decent web browsing facility.

The BlackBerry mobile price is according to the features and the functions provided in the phone.
The screen is wide and beautiful and comes with TFT screen and has resolution of 480 x 360 pixels.
The mobile is nicely compact with a nice keypad that features a QWERTY keypad and also has a
touch screen. The keys are responsive and very accurate to use. The touch screen is great to use
and is clear and bright to view. The mobile is available in black and white colors and you can make
your pick. The measurements are 60 x 14 x 109 mm and the weight is only 122 grams.

The mobile phone comes with 5 mega pixels camera that is great and produces stunning pictures
and gives you great memories that are great. It comes with various features like the LED flash, 2592
x 1944 pixels and the autofocus. The music player is a great option for the music lovers and they
can play anything that they love from the various stored songs. Many features and selection can be
found in the 9780 and provide music format support to MP3, WMA and the AAC+. There is also the
A2DP stereo Bluetooth. Email and messaging facilities too are provided like the instant messaging,
SMS and MMS. The phonebook consists of unlimited call entries and call records. It also has inbuilt
memory of 256 MB and can be extended up to 32 GB with the micro SD. The battery used is
Lithium â€“ ion and is a 1500 mAH. The talk time is 6 hours for 2G and 6 hour on 3G. The standby time
provided is 528 hours on 2G and 408 hours on 3G.

BlackBerry Bold 9780 is priced at Rs. 22,399 approximately.
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